MULTIQUICK
HAND BLENDERS
MQ505 | MQ725 | MQ777

The power of culinary creativity,
in the palm of your hand.
Braun, the #1 brand globally in hand blenders*, has opened up
a world of new possibilities for creative cooking for you and your
family with the Multiquick Hand Blenders. When you combine
fresh ingredients with imagination, you’ll discover that your new
favorite everyday cooking tool fits right in the palm of your hand.

MQ505

MQ725

* Source: independent research institute, value sales leader 2006-2014.

MQ777

The power of culinary
creativity, in the palm
of your hand.

MULTIQUICK
HAND BLENDERS
MQ505 | MQ725 | MQ777

1. SIMPLY PRESS FOR POWER

2. BLEND FASTER AND FINER

3. TAKE HOLD OF YOUR RECIPES

Braun’s revolutionary Smart Speed technology*
allows you to modify blending speeds without
interruption by simply adjusting hand pressure.
The unlock button is perfect for family use.

The patented PowerBell system blends
food in a flash. Pureed mixtures stay where
they belong – in the beaker, mixing bowl
or stockpot.

Now you can chop veggies and puree your
favorite soups and sauces right in the pot.
The slip-proof ergonomic grip gives
“comfort food” a whole new meaning.

* Not available on MQ505 model.

4. HIGH-PRECISION AND DURABILITY

5. EXPAND YOUR CREATIVE CHOPS

The high-precision German-engineered motor
is evenly balanced for power and long-lasting
durability, while the EasyClick buttons make
changing modes a breeze.

Whether you need to chop, whisk, beat,
blend, shred, mash or puree, there’s a
Braun attachment designed to do the job.

The power of culinary
creativity, in the palm
of your hand.
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Beaker, Whisk,
Blending Shaft

Beaker, Whisk,
Blending Shaft,
1.5-cup Chopper

Beaker, Whisk, Blending Shaft, Masher, 6-cup Food Processor,
Chopping Blade, Insert Holder, Julienne Insert, Fine and ExtraCoarse Shredding Inserts, Slicing Insert, French Fry Tool

Smart Speed Variable Control

Power

Included Accessories

Blending Shaft: Avoid spills without having to transfer ingredients to a pot or countertop blender.

A wide range of attachments give you the flexibility
to add fresh twists to your favorite dishes. From
smoothies to salsa to soup, you’ll whip up new
levels of creativity and take flavor to new heights.

Beaker: Prepare smoothies, blend baby food or measure, serve and store your blends.
Whisk: Beat eggs, emulsify sauces and whip cream with ease.
Masher: Turn potatoes and other veggies into silky-smooth purees with no chunks in sight.
Chopper with Chopping Blade: Chop and mince ingredients without a knife.
French Fry Tool: Turn whole potatoes into French fries at home.
6-cup Food Processor: Efficiently process ingredients for quick and easy meal prep.
Comes equipped with the following tools:
• Julienne Insert: Quickly cut vegetables into long, even strips.
• Fine and Extra-Coarse Shredding Inserts: Simplify shredding with interchangeable inserts.
• Slicing Insert: Slice whole fruits and vegetables effortlessly.

Braun is a registered trademark of Braun GmbH, Germany used under license by De’Longhi Appliances S.r.l

